GRC Surgical is proud to be the new supplier of LiNA innovative medical devices here in Australia.

**LiNA XCISE MORCELLATOR**

The LiNA Xcise™ is a single use, cordless Morcellator intended for tissue morcellation during laparoscopic gynaecological procedures.

The Xcise Morcellator focuses on providing you with a simple and efficient solution for morcellation. The protective cannula serves as a safety guard and ensures a secure introduction into the abdomen, while the flared design of the cutting tube minimizes tissue rotation during morcellation.

The Xcise Morcellator can be used straight from the packaging, no capital equipment or additional investment is needed.

**PRODUCTS:**
- Antifog Solution
- Easybag
- Fascia Scalpel
- Gold Loop
- Lapguard
- Lapscissors
- Endo Hooks
- MaxFlow: Irrigation & Suction
- Ortho Suction
- Diathermy Pencils
- Ports
- Seastar Skin Retractors
- Smoke Evacuation Pencils
- Surgipen
- Powerblade
**OrthoSuction**

The OrthoSuction is designed to remove debris and blood during orthopaedic and general surgery. OrthoSuction comes with a short and a long flexible suction tip.

By reversing the tips you have a choice of four different positions for rapid evacuation of larger debris and fluids from areas such as the femoral shaft.

The non-slip handle ensures safe handling during suction.

---

**SeaStar and SkinHooks**

- Self supporting and easy to use
- Broad range of reusable SeaStar retractor rings
- All versions are lightweight - between 70 and 120 grams
- Easy to adjust hinges to fit the specific anatomy
- Three types of SkinHook
- SkinHook wrapped sterile in pouches of two
- Cost effective

---

**MaxFlow Suction**

The MaxFlow Suction and Irrigation device gives precise and thorough performance during laparoscopic procedures.

MaxFlow is the only device on the market that offers a true 9mm suction channel for constant and direct flow of fluids throughout the whole system when using a 10mm probe.

The unique design eliminates all risk of blood clot or debris blockage in its handle and easy click-on setup for single use device.

---

**The LiNA Single Use Cannula and Trocar System**

The LiNA Single Use Cannula and Trocar System meets the demand for quality and efficiency at the most competitive price.

The small size allows easy access to the abdomen and easy manoeuvrability of instruments.

- Lightweight cannula with or without gas port
- Choice of Pyramidal, Conical or Dilating Trocar tip
- Silicone valve - airtight seal
- Threaded cannula - efficient abdominal retention
- Reduced procedure cost - cost effective
- Sterile, single use - no cleaning, no risk of cross Contamination
**AntiFog Solution**
- Provides fog-free camera optics during endoscopic surgery
- LiNA Elfred
- LiNA ClearSight
- LiNA ClearSight Wipe.
- The different solutions are convenient and easy to use.

**Easybag - The cost effective specimen retrieval system**
- The LiNA EasyBag is supplied preloaded inside a 10mm dispensing sleeve for easy insertion into a standard trocar.
- After insertion pull out the LiNA EasyBag with a grasper and load the specimen. Remove the LiNA EasyBag through the incision. The pouch of the LiNA EasyBag is made of a strong polyurethane plastic and is supplied sterilized by ETO.

**Endobag - Specimen Retrieval Bag**
- Tear resistant - double wall pouch - ensures extra safety
- Unique flexible plastic ring opens and closes the bag
- Adjustable bag opening size
- Impermeable pouch - minimizes risk of contamination of surgical site
- Can be used again for the same patient - e.g. for two ovarian tubes
- Two sizes - 60 or 100mm bag diameter - cover most demands
- No metal content - minimizes risk of electrosurgical burns
- Cost effective

**Lapscissors - Single use 5mm laparoscopic scissors**
- 5mm curved scissors with monopolar cautery
- No risk of electric shock or unintentional tissue burns
- Reduced Risk of unwanted perforations
- Comfortable grip in any position
- Easy access to the tissue

**EndoHook - Lightweight, excellent, precise dissection, cutting and coagulation.**
- 3 Tip Configurations (L-Shaped, Needle and Spatula)
- Ceramic Tip
- Standard Length for the LiNA 308 and 908 EndoHook is 320mm
- Also available in 400mm length for larger patients
Surgipen - Reusable finger-controlled electrosurgical pencil for open monopolar electrosurgery

The slim lightweight design makes it easy and comfortable for the surgeon to use during long procedures. A soft and flexible silicone cable ensures easy handling and long durability. The silicone cable remains soft even after many autoclavings. A wide range of possible combinations in connectors, adaptors, cable lengths and electrodes makes it possible to meet all operating theatre demands.

Diathermy Pencils - For monopolar electrosurgery procedures.

We offer a range of reusable and single use Pencils for monopolar electrosurgery. Both finger- and footswitch controlled electrosurgical pencils are available with integrated cables. All LiNA Pencils are cost-effective and offer optimal comfort and manoeuvrability for the surgeon.

PowerBlade

The PowerBlade can be used together with all standard bipolar electrosurgical units. A clean and precise cut every time. The PowerBlade is a bipolar coagulating and cutting forceps for improved techniques in laparoscopic procedures. As an all in one instrument, the PowerBlade is ideal for many complex and time consuming procedures.

- Advancing the cutting electrode for transection, the bipolar current is automatically switched from the jaws
- Electrosurgical current passes through the tissue between the cutting electrode/blade and the grasping forceps
- Bipolar electrosurgical cut with coagulation along surface of cutting electrode/blade ensures a reduction in bleeding compared to a conventional knife blade instrument

Lapguard - Laparoscopic Smoke Filtration System

With ULPA filter with active carbon, LiNA LapGuard offers evacuation and filtration of electrosurgical smoke during laparoscopic procedures. By using LiNA LapGuard the patient’s and staff’s exposure to potentially harmful smoke is minimised.

- Remove smoke and odors
- Improved visibility
- Easy to use

Gold Loop - sections the uterus in approximately 5 seconds!

The LiNA Gold Loop allows for a unique and comprehensive view during positioning, cutting and coagulating.

- Unique monopolar loop for Laparoscopic Supracervical Hysterectomy and Myomectomy
- Cut and coagulation in one single step
- The surface remains clean and coagulated
- Coloured flex on loop wire optimizes visibility on the monitor

Diathermy Pencils - For monopolar electrosurgery procedures.

We offer a range of reusable and single use Pencils for monopolar electrosurgery. Both finger- and footswitch controlled electrosurgical pencils are available with integrated cables. All LiNA Pencils are cost-effective and offer optimal comfort and manoeuvrability for the surgeon.

Surgipen - Reusable finger-controlled electrosurgical pencil for open monopolar electrosurgery

The slim lightweight design makes it easy and comfortable for the surgeon to use during long procedures. A soft and flexible silicone cable ensures easy handling and long durability. The silicone cable remains soft even after many autoclavings. A wide range of possible combinations in connectors, adaptors, cable lengths and electrodes makes it possible to meet all operating theatre demands.